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Open source in government, creating the conditions for success

Executive summary

Governments globally have sought to digitise their operations and services for many years. Covid-19 has made this an imperative: countries that have been able to serve their citizens remotely have seen the benefits of their digitisation efforts; those further behind have seen the gap more acutely.

Adoption of open source software is a powerful tool to accelerate digitisation; it allows governments to share and reuse solutions across borders; to quickly experiment and pilot services without complex and expensive procurement, and then scale at a lower marginal cost. In the best cases, a global community can be created and connected through an open source software project, will share ideas and best practices, and help to deliver more sustainable and flexible services.

Open source software can also be a powerful lever for change. It can:

- enable greater digital sovereignty by helping governments to move away from contracts where they are locked-in to specific vendors for decades at a time
- support the development of local or regional digital economies
- create competition thereby bringing down prices
- grant governments greater flexibility and control over how their services are delivered.

To gain a deeper understanding of governments’ experiences and needs when implementing open source software we conducted 19 interviews across 4 continents. We spoke to a mixture of government decision-makers, technical experts, funders and people delivering digital services to citizens.

In this report we have synthesised their experiences, and set out an Open Source Capability Model for Governments. It is a tool intended to help stakeholders build a common understanding of capability.
Invest in the conditions for success

Decision-makers should understand governments’ open source capabilities, using this to prioritise investment in building open source knowledge, skills, and an enabling environment.

This is especially critical for leaders who want open source software to play a major role in their government’s technology strategy, or those who are planning to use major open source platforms. Our capability model can help governments see where they need to invest in skills and capacity so they can strengthen an open source software implementation.

By investing in capability, and by creating a pathway for the sustainable use of open source software, countries will receive a range of direct and indirect benefits. They will enjoy more strategic control of technology, stronger capabilities for managing a government’s technology stack, and ultimately, citizens will enjoy better outcomes and services.

The decision to use open source software, like any software choice, should be made in terms of the service and strategic outcomes a government intends to achieve.

---

1 This model is inspired by – and designed to complement – the Harvard Maturity Model for Digital Services, which Public Digital contributed to. Eaves (2018)

We have made a series of recommendations for governments to consider:

1. **Policy environment**
   - Build political consensus and support for open source software adoption, to strengthen long-term sustainability.
   - Publish and promote a technology strategy for use across government, including clear objectives for open source software.

2. **In-house skills and capabilities**
   - Make a central official or team responsible for setting open source standards and policy, to support and guide its use in government.
   - Find champions and develop the government’s internal open source community.
   - Take steps to encourage reuse within government, including finding opportunities to release publicly-funded code in the open.

3. **Open source vendor ecosystem**
   - Review procurement policies and practices to ensure they aren’t inadvertently blocking open source software.
   - In the longer term, develop a range of appropriate procurement options for buying software and related services.
   - Grow and support the local ecosystem of vendors, including promoting new business and delivery models built around open source software.

4. **Sustainability**
   - Evaluate the short and long term costs of open source software projects, using early experiments and pilots to understand the implementation, maintenance and support costs of the service.
   - Consider and evaluate what ownership and support model will be needed to support your implementation.
   - Contribute to the open source community: share experiences in the open, support the development of local technical expertise and contribute practically by encouraging contributions to open source projects.
Many of these recommendations are good practices for all government technology, and will benefit the quality and sustainability of digital public services in general, not just those using open source.

We believe that this report, and the model within it, can be useful tools for decision-makers. We also hope that the insight and advice for governments will be helpful to funders and open source software providers when working with countries to implement new and better services for citizens through open source software.
Introduction
Make things open: it makes things better
The internet has open source frameworks, programming languages, libraries, components and services at its heart. Every day we use services which depend on open source software, without knowing it. And government developers or their vendors make choices to use open source technologies for the services they are building all the time.

But beyond the adoption of open source libraries, programming languages and components: funders, multilateral institutions and often governments\(^2\) themselves are seeing the benefits of using open source, and open sourcing software. Public Digital believes strongly that **making things open makes them better.** In this report, we focus on the use of open source software by – and from the perspective of – governments.

### What is open source software?

Open source software is a way of developing and distributing software. The code is often written collaboratively, and it can be downloaded, used and changed by anyone. Open source software is released under a license in which the copyright holder allows the licensee to use, edit and distribute the source code as they wish\(^3\).

We have chosen not to use the term “free and open source software”, or FOSS, to avoid confusion\(^4\). While the software license for open source is free, the implementation and maintenance of any software will have some costs associated, though with an expectation these will be lower than when considering proprietary software\(^5\).

---

3 Examples of common open source licenses can be found at [https://opensource.org/licenses](https://opensource.org/licenses)
4 The “free” in “free and open source software” is usually intended to mean free of intellectual property limitations (“free as in speech, not as in beer”) but is too often misunderstood.
The advantages of open source software

Open source software can be a powerful lever for change, giving teams greater flexibility on how they solve problems and develop services based on users’ needs6.

Where countries have been locked into proprietary software systems for a long time, they may be experiencing a number of undesirable side-effects, such as:

— exploding costs for licenses, implementation and maintenance, without the option to move to another vendor
— a lack of control of (and sometimes lack of access to) citizen or government data
— the inability to respond quickly to changing needs (for example, change requests taking 6 to 12 months to deliver) due to inflexible software and contracts
— a lack of control of service design, and a lack of ability to develop features needed for key public infrastructure

In contrast, open source software can enable governments to build services quickly, by building on the experience of others. It can offer a way to reuse and adopt a solution without complex and expensive procurement.

The low cost and low level of friction to experiment with open source software gives governments the ability to start small, test a solution and understand how it works. This approach is good practice when thinking about adopting any technology, but open source software makes it easier, and lowers the risk of getting locked in to long license agreements.

By leveraging the flexibility and inbuilt interoperability of much open source software, governments can take an approach where the design and implementation of a service is more flexible, easier to iterate and faster in responding to changes on the ground.

The fundamental principles and culture of open source software – including transparency, collaboration, and democratising access to information and code – also offer widespread appeal. Putting code in the open can act as a lever to improve code quality: as it opens code up to external scrutiny (and, in the best case, improvement). If an organisation wants external contributors, it will also need to make sure the code has quality documentation: another lever that improves quality. These actions in turn can help organisations attract top software engineering talent, strengthening their technology capability.

There are also wider economic benefits to developing a technology strategy that embraces open source software. A 2021 study conducted by the European Commission found that “a 10% increase in the number of [open source] contributors would increase EU GDP by 0.6%, i.e. Euro 95 billion per year”. The act of a government embracing open source can encourage the local vendor ecosystem to do the same: delivering benefits not only for government software but the wider economy too.

A 2021 study conducted by the European Commission found that “a 10% increase in the number of [open source] contributors would increase EU GDP by 0.6%, i.e. Euro 95 billion per year”.

Furthermore, the adoption of open source software can be an important tool for countries looking to increase their digital sovereignty. ‘Digital sovereignty’ is generally taken to mean the power and authority of a national government to make free choices about decisions affecting citizens and businesses within the digital domain – covering data, software, standards and protocols, infrastructure and public services.
Open source software – combined with the use of common standards and modular architectures – can enable governments to make decisions about where in their digital infrastructure they want to take more control. This could be, for example, prioritising citizen privacy when storing citizen data or bringing services that are of national strategic importance completely in-house. The opportunity to build local capacity can also reduce lock-in, and reliance on multinational technology firms and other commercial entities.

Scope of this report

Open source software operates across the technology stack: from frameworks, programming languages, libraries, components and user facing services. There is increasing interest in developing open source software solutions that support mission-critical public services, and platforms that form part of a government’s digital infrastructure (sometimes referred to as Digital Public Infrastructure, or DPI). For the purposes of this report, we are mostly referring to the use of open source software and platforms which enable governments to deliver these mission-critical public services. For example, a civil registration platform or health management information system.

In the development and use of these larger scale services and infrastructure, a decision between a proprietary solution and an open source software alternative becomes more complex: as the advantages of open source software meet the reality of implementing any kind of large scale technology program in government.

Implementing a proprietary solution can seem like an easier path, particularly if a government is used to outsourcing technology delivery; but the long-term benefits of taking control of technology choices often outweigh the investment of effort.

This report has primarily been written for decision-makers and technology specialists in national governments. However, we hope it will also be useful for officials in other levels and areas of government; as well as for funders, open source software developers, technology firms, and others who have an interest in supporting governments’ use of open source software.


Structure of this report

This report is divided into the following sections:

— **Open Source Capability Model for Governments** (page 10) introduces a new framework for assessing open source software knowledge, skills and experience in government.

— **Conditions for success** (page 18) examines each dimension of the capability model in more detail, and provides practical considerations and questions for governments.

— **Conclusion** (page 31) summarises the main takeaways for decision-makers

Our methodology

Our research methodology for this report has been qualitative, and primarily based on interviews with a range of stakeholders. We conducted 19 interviews across 4 continents, speaking to a mixture of government decision makers, technical experts, funders and people delivering digital services to citizens.

We also spoke to a range of key experts in the open source software community and civil society to get a greater understanding of some of the challenges governments face. This helped us gather insights into the use of open source software in a wide variety of institutional contexts. This was supported by desk research, to gather best practice examples and other relevant research, to supplement Public Digital’s knowledge and expertise.
Open Source Capability Model for Governments

Open source in government: creating the conditions for success
Our research found that the extent of open source software use is highly variable between governments. We found that governments achieving successful outcomes with open source software have embedded practices and policies across four dimensions of capability11:

1. **Policy environment**: political leadership and legislation; government standards and policy.

2. **In-house skills and capabilities**: open source leadership and coordination; technical skills or experience in implementing open source software.

3. **Open source vendor ecosystem**: open source software procurement policy; ecosystem of vendors (national, regional or international).

4. **Sustainability**: sustainability of funding; ability to manage and maintain software; engagement with the global open source software community.

We have summarised these areas in a new framework: the **Open Source Capability Model for Governments** (below). This model is based on – and designed to complement – **the Harvard Maturity Model for Digital Services**12, which Public Digital contributed to.

In our experience, a government’s open source software capability is often correlated with its digital maturity, but that will not always be the case. Because adoption of open source often requires a conscious shift from existing practices, there is real power in adopting open source capability as a lens distinct from technology capability more broadly.

---

11 We define capability as the application of knowledge, skills, and experience to achieve an outcome, as described by Emily Webber. See [https://emilywebber.co.uk/mapping-skills-and-capabilities-with-communities-of-practice/](https://emilywebber.co.uk/mapping-skills-and-capabilities-with-communities-of-practice/)

How to use this model

This Open Source Capability Model is intended to be a self-assessment tool for governments, assisting them to adopt open source practices and calibrate their current policy and technical environment. We hope it will help government leaders to identify where they may need additional investment, focus, and training to increase the likelihood of using open source software successfully and sustainably. We assume for the purposes of this model and report that a government is considering, or has started, to use more open source software.

The model can be used to assess capability broadly across a public administration, or more narrowly within a particular ministry or government organisation. The model should also be helpful for government officials interested in building their administration’s open source software capability, in anticipation of using more open source software in the future.

The model does not require an extensive research or benchmarking exercise. Governments can gather input by holding a workshop with a small cross-section of stakeholders within the organisation. Any significant differences in opinion can trigger further investigation, or spark a discussion to help align stakeholders on existing capability levels.

It is not necessary for a government to be “high” on all dimensions of this model to use open source software successfully. But self-assessing as “low” on all or most dimensions of this model could prompt a discussion around the extra support the team working on an initiative involving open source may need.

Like any model, this is a simplification of reality. It is not intended to be exhaustive. We have chosen the most important factors according to our research. We are keen to receive feedback, and would encourage readers to test this model and get in touch. We hope to continue to iterate and improve this model to make it as useful as possible a tool for governments and development partners.

---

## Open Source Capability Model

### Policy environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political leadership</strong></td>
<td>Zero engagement with opportunities for using open source from political leadership.</td>
<td>Increasing interest or support for open source software dependent on the government of the moment, or one or two leaders.</td>
<td>High political interest and support across all political parties. Seen as an accepted and expected approach to take when appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>and legislation</strong></td>
<td>No mention of open source software in legislation and / or legislation impedes adoption of open source.</td>
<td>Legislation encourages - or does not prevent - the use of open source software.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government standards and policy</strong></td>
<td>No mention of open source in government technology strategy, procurement policy etc.</td>
<td>Government standards and/or policy in place, but it has no enforcement mechanisms and is not widely followed.</td>
<td>Comprehensive open source policy, integrated in government technology strategy, supported by procurement policies and other relevant guidelines and standards. Widely accepted and followed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current policies prevent the use of open source software.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Myths about open source software are pervasive.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Open Source Capability Model

### In-house skills and capabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open source leadership and coordination</strong></td>
<td>One or two individuals champion open source. There is no succession plan if they leave the team or government. Little wider understanding of open source software.</td>
<td>A small team promotes new ways of working, including open source but lacks the leverage to change other parts of government. Open source champions have been identified in different parts of government.</td>
<td>An empowered team exists within government that works across departments to promote and support the delivery of services using open source. Government has an active internal open source community. Teams have a clear strategy for using open source software, and they understand when its use is appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical skills or experience in implementing open source software</strong></td>
<td>Little to no in-house technical skills. All software has been provided through large enterprise products and contracts. Little experience in using open source. Open source may have been used by vendors but it is not something the government is directly aware of. No culture of reuse.</td>
<td>Some technical skills or leadership, perhaps in one team, but experience is limited and dependent on a few individuals. Some experience of evaluating software outcomes. Some open source infrastructure software, some examples of code released in a public repository.</td>
<td>In-house technical skills embedded across government. Ability to evaluate an open source solution (for example, features, funding, codebase etc). Have moved from one-off use of small pieces of open source infrastructure to open source platforms. Common practice to make source code for public services available in a public repository. Reuse is encouraged.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Open Source Capability Model

### Open source vendor ecosystem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Open source procurement policy</strong></td>
<td>Procurement lacks flexibility. Government can’t access open source vendors. There’s little to no transparency or openness in procurement practices.</td>
<td>Government starts to open a range of procurement options which allows access to open source vendors, including small enterprises and start-ups. Some limited transparency in procurement practices.</td>
<td>Government has a range of procurement options which open the market to small enterprises and start-ups, and are able to procure outcomes rather than solutions. Open source software procurement is highly transparent and competitive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ecosystem of vendors</strong> (national, regional or international)</td>
<td>There are few, if any, vendors with expertise in open source software.</td>
<td>There is a small national and/or regional ecosystem of vendors with open source expertise.</td>
<td>There is a wide ecosystem of vendors (including SMEs and large vendors) both in-country and outside depending on need.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Open Source Capability Model

### Sustainability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable funding</td>
<td>No plan for long term funding. There is a misunderstanding of open source (for example, that it is free). Teams struggle to find funding past the initial capital to implement a new service or tool.</td>
<td>There is some awareness and planning to secure funding for open source software beyond the initial implementation.</td>
<td>There is widespread awareness and long-term planning for sustainable funding of open source software.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to manage and maintain software</td>
<td>Little to no in-house experience in managing or maintaining software.</td>
<td>The government sometimes considers maintenance and management in funding bids, RFPs, hiring plans.</td>
<td>Government is able to identify the level of support required based on the complexity of the software implementation. Have the capacity to develop open source software that they are the primary maintainer for with a dedicated team to support long term.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement with the global open source software community</td>
<td>Little to no awareness of the global open source software community.</td>
<td>Aware and beginning to engage with the global open source software community.</td>
<td>Government is working to be a “good citizen” within the open source software community, making it easy for civil servants to contribute. Government is able to evidence its contributions, and secure funding for important open source projects, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this section we consider the conditions for success when using open source software, through the lens of the four capability dimensions:

1. **Policy environment**
2. **In-house skills and capabilities**
3. **Open source vendor ecosystem**
4. **Sustainability**

At the end of each section, we include practical considerations and questions for governments. These prompts are designed to help leaders take the next steps in strengthening their organisation’s capability.
There was a general consensus among interviewees that political leadership is an important driver for carrying out larger scale open software implementations. Where political leaders are not engaged, or have little understanding, it is a serious blocker to change. Alongside this political engagement, governments need standards and policies to guide officials to know how and when to adopt open source software.
Political leadership and legislation

Significant change cannot happen without the engagement of a government’s elected leaders. This is particularly true for key digital public services, but is also the case for any initiative involving innovative practices that takes time to implement. Typically anything which impacts on a large number of people and/or systems in a government, and cuts across traditional departmental silos, demands political stability and strong political support. This is equally true for major programmes involving proprietary software.

One reason for this is simply time: it can take a long time to successfully implement something new, particularly if it crosses department/organisation boundaries. If political priorities change, or interest wanes, attention and effort will move elsewhere.

A second reason is that a novel or different way of working (as open source software can be) can benefit from changes to central policies and procedures: from technology strategy, to budgets and finance, and procurement methods. In getting traction to adapt these levers, engagement at the most senior levels helps a lot.

There was a consensus from each of our interviewees that support from political leadership is essential for open source software to thrive in government, both for the early adopters such as Uruguay, who secured the necessary support from the highest levels of government (see case study in Appendix, p47); and for countries recently exploring open source software.

Legislation and regulations can also be a useful way for political leaders to show their intent, and leading open source adopters like Uruguay have made sure their legal environment is supportive of open source software. However, a number of interviewees agreed that legislation on its own is unlikely to be enough to spur wide-scale open source software adoption, and there is a pattern of governments adopting such policies as a political statement of intent, and having less success with implementation.


15 Open Forum Europe (2020), First results: European Commission Open Source Study First results European Commission Open Source Study
We don’t recommend embedding specific technology choices (open or proprietary) within legislation due to the pace of change in the technology landscape, and the evolving nature of the services governments provide. But, we do recommend reviewing whether or not legislation is providing a barrier to the use of open source software – and removing those barriers if needed.

Dispelling myths about open source software.

Leadership and guidance can often play an important role in dispelling myths about open source software. For example, myths suggesting open source software is not secure or of poor quality. In reality open source software is just as secure as other software choices. The importance of good, clear documentation for open source, and the many eyes of a global community of developers (and users) can help identify vulnerabilities and, even more importantly, roll out patches to secure vulnerabilities quickly.

These myths have the potential to scupper an approach or strategy to service delivery that relies on open source software. Education and myth-busting is often important in developing a strategy for using open source software across the government.
Government standards and policy

As a starting point, governments should ensure that policies and regulations do not get in the way of making open source technology choices. Publishing standards and policies that empower officials to make the most from open source software should be the next step.

This could include:

— A technology strategy that promotes the use of open source software\(^\text{16}\), supports an open architecture approach (building systems from discrete, well-defined components integrated using open standards) and explicitly encourages reuse within a public administration\(^\text{17}\).

— A clear strategy and objectives for adoption of open source software\(^\text{18}\). For example, an objective could be to improve digital sovereignty and control of data and key infrastructure.

“Open architecture drives open source. We focus on open architecture, trying to make things interoperable internally and breaking down silos. Open source can often follow from this”, government official interviewee.

For example, in Portugal, by law, central government bodies must submit their ICT projects and expenses above a certain threshold to a pre-evaluation mechanism, ensuring that ICT public investments and projects are aligned with the country’s digital strategy. Criteria for endorsement are, among others, the use of open standards and the option for open-source software. Any contrary acquisition project must be justified and proved – for example, by proving there are no open source software alternatives for the project.

---


The UK Government Technology Code of Practice includes guidance to “Be open and use open source”.

Building good practice into making technology decisions in government, and using published guidance and standards as a way to evaluate vendors and potential solutions, will likely lead to improved adoption of open source software.

### Considerations for governments

1. Build political consensus and support for open source software adoption, to strengthen long-term sustainability.

   a. Are there ministers and/or senior officials willing to be champions for open source software both inside and outside the government?
   b. Can consensus be found in the strategic objectives for adopting open source?
   c. Would developing – or amending – a decree, policy or law encourage use of open source software in government? If yes, how feasible is this, and in what timeframe?

2. Publish and promote a technology strategy for use across government, including clear objectives for open source software.

   a. If you have a policy, consider how the policy will be enforced, and is the use of open source monitored?
Governments’ in-house capacity was cited as a critical condition for success by almost every interviewee. Over time, open source skills and capabilities should be embedded from leadership to delivery: from an identified team responsible for guiding policy, to access to good technical skills. At minimum, there should be in-house leadership of a government’s technology strategy, including their approach to open source.
Open source leadership and coordination

In the cases we researched, the role of a central team responsible for support and guidance on the use of open source software was often cited as a core factor in successful implementations. This central team should set policies, guide other parts of government and promote best practices.

For example, in Sierra Leone, UK, Uruguay and Bangladesh there is a strong central team leading the move towards modern, internet-era ways of working, including the use and creation of open source software.

Even in very small governments, or governments with limited technical capacity, there should be a leader accountable for the government’s technology strategy (including open source), and a specialist able to make technology decisions during the adoption of open source software, and manage vendors effectively. Without such a leader, governments’ strategic choices will be beholden to their vendors, limiting their options for how and when they meet citizens’ needs.

In settings with significant capacity to direct open source policy, or where it is a political priority, it might be appropriate to set up an Open Source Programme Office, or OSPO. This practice, taken from the private sector, is gaining popularity as a way to institutionalise use of open source in the academic and public sectors.

For more discussion on this topic, see the OFE Open Source Policy Series 2021 “The case of OSPSs in Government and Universities” https://openforumeurope.org/the-ofe-open-source-summit-series-2021/
Technical skills or experience in implementing open source software

Having the right skills to implement open source software does not necessarily mean having teams of in-house developers and significant technical capacity within the government itself.

For those administrations with a low level of in-house technical capacity, a good place to start is ensuring the government has the right technical leadership, whether that be a Chief Technical Officer, Chief Information Officer, Head of IT. There needs to be at least one person (though hopefully more) who can choose an appropriate software solution, know how to evaluate vendors, and be able to evaluate an open source solution (for example, features, funding, codebase etc).

Once the government has that leadership in place, a good way to build experience with open source software is to use a solution where there is already a set of vendors offering supported versions of the software (as compared to a solution which requires extensive customisation).

It is common for governments promoting the use of open source software to encourage reuse, and to release publicly-funded software into public repositories. It is not vital, but contributing to the open source community will help build better understanding and experience.

[When using open source] “it’s easier to find developers. There are more people available with the right skills than if we use licensed software” government official interviewee

Guidelines on the acquisition and reuse of software for public administrations

The Italian government publishes clear, practical guidance on how to reuse software in government.
Some governments have found that an additional longer term benefit to adopting open source software languages (such as php or python), and the software built in those languages, is that they can more easily find good developers. One reason for this is that the barriers to learning proprietary systems (languages, databases, etc) are high. A developer or their organisation needs to be able to afford the licenses, and training materials are often expensive. The barriers to learning open source software are much lower. For trainee developers the only costs are access to a computer, the internet, and time.

Considerations for governments

1. Make a central official or team responsible for setting open source standards and policy, to support and guide its use in government.

   a. What is best practice across government? Is it possible to openly share the experience using open source, for example through blogs, news articles and events?
   b. What technical skills do teams have in-house? Which are missing?

2. Find champions and develop the governments’ internal community around open source.

   a. Who is already using open source in government? What best practices can be used and developed further for wider good?

3. Take steps to encourage reuse within government, including finding opportunities to release publicly-funded code in the open.

   a. Are government teams actively encouraged to communicate across government, helping to highlight opportunities for reuse?
   b. Are teams thinking about sharing code as they develop it? Are they writing good documentation that would help others reuse?
03. Open source vendor ecosystem

Given that a core benefit of open source is to reduce vendor lock-in, and increase a country’s options when delivering a service, a thriving and accessible vendor ecosystem is essential to making this flexibility a reality.
Open source procurement policy

Public procurement policies are often defined by a legal framework that determines procurement processes. This legal framework is often a set of rigid regulations intended to encourage competition, lower costs and impede corruption. In many governments this has led to overly inflexible procurement, that hasn’t kept pace with the changing nature of technology, and modern technology delivery models.

A typical procurement for a large-scale government IT system might be a large, multi-year contract to a single vendor, in which the vendor provides, customises and then supports the service. In this context, adopting a particular open source software solution presents an atypical model of acquiring software, requiring a different delivery model and procurement approach.

Best practice is for a government to have a range of flexible procurement options for buying software and related services\(^\text{20}\), including the ability to bring in partners to run lightweight discoveries, build prototypes and run pilots.

Alongside flexible procurement options, greater transparency and openness in procurement processes will help a wider range of companies compete. This is particularly important for SMEs with expertise in open source software who may otherwise feel unable to compete for government technology contracts, where opportunities are skewed towards maintaining the status quo\(^\text{21}\).

A government should start by reviewing whether or not procurement practices and rules are inadvertently blocking open source software. In the longer term, a government should develop a range of options for procurement, by designing procurement processes around service outcomes, with options to buy commodity technology in a different way to custom technology.

---


Ecosystem of vendors (national, regional or international)

Successful use of open source software usually requires the presence of a community of developers behind the service or product, and the existence of vendors (ideally in-country) that can support both implementation and maintenance.

Building this ecosystem might mean encouraging existing local vendors to change their approach. Closed, proprietary software, built bespoke, can be a more attractive prospect for a vendor to sell, as they have more control. Governments may need to engage with the local vendor ecosystem to help them move from commercial models where they earn money from licenses, to a model where they earn money from consultancy, service, and support.

“Open source can require a higher level of tech expertise. You have to deeply understand the codebase of the software you’re adopting in order to customise it, and accept the decisions developers have made”, government official interviewee

Getting support for DHIS2 projects

DHIS2 installation and configuration can be quite complex, depending on the scale and scope of your project. Here you can find a selection of options for getting support

- Community of Practice
- Expert Network
- Capacity Building
- Bugs & Features
- Demo request
- Contact Us

District Health Information Software 2 (DHIS2) is an open source, web-based platform most commonly used as a health management information system (HMIS). It is used in 73 low and middle-income countries and has an ecosystem of vendors which support it.
The government’s approach to buying, and delivering, technology can have a very positive impact on a country’s national digital economy. A recent study conducted by the European Commission found that “a 10% increase in the number of [open source] contributors would increase EU GDP by 0.6%, i.e. Euro 95 billion per year”.22

"a 10% increase in the number of [open source] contributors would increase EU GDP by 0.6%, i.e. Euro 95 billion per year".22

In the long term, if there is a wider pool of vendors and people with the right skills to develop software, ongoing costs should be more competitive.

Furthermore, encouraging local companies and wider communities around open source software can create new markets and open up more options for governments in how they deliver services. One of the best examples of this is in the UK, where the Government Digital Service (GDS) built its new procurement framework around a philosophy of buying either teams to help build a service, or commodities that do not require customisation. This – coupled with the push from within GDS and other parts of the UK Government to use open source software, and code in the open – led to open source being a ~£15bn contributor to the UK economy23.

Likewise in Sierra Leone, the Directorate of Science, Technology and Innovation (DSTI) is actively promoting, and looking to work with, local SMEs who have open source software skills as part of the government’s wider strategy to develop its digital economy.

22 Open Forum Europe (2020), First results: European Commission Open Source Study
A wide ecosystem of vendors (including SMEs and large vendors) that the government buys from will encourage competition, lower costs, and spur innovation, raising the quality of software and services available.

Governments can also reach out to developers more directly through local developer communities, or by partnering with education providers.

### Considerations for governments

1. **Review procurement policies and practices to ensure they aren’t inadvertently blocking open source software.**

   a. Are policies around using only enterprise-approved tools blocking teams from experimentation with open source software?
   b. Can policies be changed, or is there an opportunity to develop new policies that remove these blockers?

2. **In the longer term, develop a range of appropriate procurement options for buying software and related services.**

   a. Are procurement processes outcome driven?
   b. Can procurement processes manage the ambiguity of evolving requirements?

3. **Grow and support the local ecosystem of vendors, including promoting new business and delivery models built around open source software.**

   a. How strong is the local community of developers or vendors?
   b. How close is the government’s relationship with this community?
   c. How can it help grow and support the community, and promote new business and delivery models?
Sustainability is about more than cost: it can be about how software is managed, maintained and improved; about keeping open technology choices rather than being locked-in; the ability to move a service from one supplier to another; and how government contributions to software can help them learn and build on each others’ success around the world.
Sustainable funding

Open source software is available to anyone who wants to adopt it, without the need to go through a vendor or pay ongoing expensive licensing costs. There are a couple of ways this can be attractive to governments. If a government has in-house development capability, it means they can quickly adopt and adapt a solution without needing to request funding and undergo a big procurement. For most governments, the low up-front cost can also be very attractive.

Interviewees recognised that while the up-front costs of open source software may be low or zero, open source software implementations will still need long-term funding. This was a concern for governments, but also for the funders and providers of open source platforms we interviewed.

Our interviews highlighted a need to make governments aware of the costs that are required for consultants or staff during implementation and for ongoing support, even when using open source software. Software, just like other pieces of infrastructure that support government services on an ongoing basis, has to be maintained and supported. Governments should expect (but not assume) the costs associated with open source software to be lower than for proprietary software. The key is that these costs need to be planned for, before adoption.

Open source software provides a different model for making these calculations. Rather than having to make Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) calculations based on vendors’ promises, open source software allows governments to run experiments or pilots to determine things like:

- Does this software do what is needed?
- How much customisation is involved?
- What are the different scaling options?

---

Traditionally a government would have to commit to licensing (and likely long-lasting implementation and maintenance costs) before being able to confidently explore any of these questions, and could be stung by hidden costs, such as from short-term license discounts.

The costs of implementation, long term maintenance and support are not unique to open source software, but have not always been baked into a country’s budgets or calculations for a large scale open source software implementation. We recommend that Total Cost of Ownership calculations for open source software projects are clear and cognisant of these costs, and adhere to the good practice guidance that we discussed earlier in the report (p.11).

It is important for governments to think about tradeoffs for these associated costs. Often the underlying infrastructure and technology that a government chooses will be part of their ecosystem and service delivery for many years to come, so they should carefully weigh the pros and cons of costs vs. lock in, control vs. efficiency, and short term benefits vs. long term investment.

**Ability to manage, maintain and support software**

A theme we heard from some of our interviewees was the need for clear ownership of the software long term – whether that be the government themselves, vendors or the organisation leading the development of an open source platform – to ensure that an implementation is sustainable in the long term.

Just like proprietary software, open source benefits from a responsible body to take ownership of maintenance and development of software. This could be a commercial organisation, a government, a university, or a specialist foundation. Such an organisation should also invest in cultivating a strong community of developers, and vendors who support it with specific skills and experience. For example, DHIS2 is an open source health information management system. It is funded by a number of donors including NORAD, but its development is coordinated by the University of Oslo.
Arensen (2020) highlights five key factors that are important to long term sustainability:

1. **Fiscal Home**: A host legal entity to hold intellectual property, execute legal contracts, receive funding, and be able to meet the audit requirements of multilateral donors.

2. **A Primary Maintainer**: Responsible for facilitating community management, product roadmaps, community governance, etc., on behalf of the project’s stakeholders.

3. **Dedicated Product Team**: Consistent “staffing” (either paid staff or volunteers) to ensure a continuity of quality and efficiency while reducing costs. Generally, a core product team typically comprises a product owner, community manager, technical architect, and one or more software engineers.

4. **Access to Core Funding**: Stable and secure funding – likely a mix of grants and generated revenue, ideally through public-private partnerships – for a baseline budget to maintain core product development, with assurance of ongoing support.

5. **Connection to a Community of Practice**: Collaborating with others solving similar challenges leads to better products through knowledge sharing as well as reduced duplication of effort and greater interoperability between products.

---

How governments prioritise sustainability should depend on the project in question. If it is a small experiment, with few users, then building its own internal capability is likely to be enough. If the project is a country scale implementation, then sustainability and scalability will be essential. This could consist of a strong local vendor ecosystem (p.33), as well as local developer communities and agreements with local universities.

As a government moves from smaller experiments and pilots to scale a service with more users, it will need a defined support model. Usually the bigger, more complex and more critical the service the greater the need for more formalised support mechanisms.

For example:

— **Free support through a mature community** - often through chat forums, this can be enough to support a very simple implementation or small pilot.

— **Software-as-a-service** - for a simple implementation without many custom elements, this could be a support and maintenance service provided by the developer of the open source software, or through a separate vendor. See also, Ecosystem of vendors (p.23).

— **Full commercial support** - for a complex or heavily custom implementation, commercial support could include day-to-day first line support for users, disaster recovery and fixes, as well as senior level points of contact (for big decisions, policy, and changes in needs which might affect a whole service).
Engagement with the global open source community

If governments use open source software solutions, tools and infrastructure, it allows them to access a vast pool of online resources. For example, on the platform Stack Overflow developers can ask questions of other users. About 50 million people visit Stack Overflow each month\(^26\), with 21 million questions asked in 2021. It is very often possible to reuse or adapt a solution that has been developed for a similar problem.

The ability to learn from others and the way they have implemented open source software is a huge benefit to be had from translating this openness to large open source software projects. If code isn't hidden through proprietary contracts and non-disclosure agreements, governments and the developers who support their software and services can learn and build on each others’ success around the world.

Furthermore, being a “good citizen” within the open source software community is often a sign of maturity when considering using open source platforms. The Linux Foundation undertook a survey of organisations globally to assess their level of participation in the open source community\(^27\). To assess their level of participation, respondents considered how much they, if ever, engaged in:

- consuming open source code in products or services
- contributing to upstream open source projects
- collaborating with peers across open source projects and/or foundations
- initiating or releasing open source projects
- influencing open source projects via leadership or maintainer roles


Considerations for governments

1. Evaluate the short and long term costs of open source software projects, using early experiments and pilots to understand the implementation, maintenance and support costs of the service.

   a. How are the costs of long term maintenance and implementation factored into funding bids and government budgets?
   b. How will open source software be maintained and supported? Does the support capacity you have (in-house or through accessible vendors) match the complexity of the software? Or, what other open source projects can they start with first?

2. Consider and evaluate what ownership and support model will be needed to support your implementation.

   a. If you are building a small experiment with a few users, do you have the internal capability to support it?
   b. If you’re planning a larger implementation, then how will you develop sustainability and scalability? Could you partner with local developer communities or universities?

3. Contribute to the open source community: share experiences in the open, support the development of local technical expertise and contribute practically by encouraging contributions to open source projects.

   a. Is the team able to learn and share experiences in the open with the wider community? Have they considered adopting what other governments are doing?
Conclusion: Invest in the conditions for success
Open source software is rightly attracting interest from governments looking to further their nations’ priorities in education, health, civil registration, and financial inclusion. All administrations need to register births, verify identity, track and manage education outcomes, and share data securely between ministries. Open source software offers common solutions to common needs.

Open source software offers common solutions to common needs.

But “open source” is not a technology strategy. To use open source software successfully over the long term, governments must build the appropriate policy environment, skills, vendor ecosystem, and approach to sustainability.

Decision-makers should understand their government’s specific strengths and weaknesses with open source software. They should gather stakeholders to agree and prioritise the most critical gaps given their context. The capability framework can help align stakeholders on where investment should be focused.

Investing in the conditions for success will help governments get the most from open source, and in doing so build their ability to strategically harness technology.
We have made a series of recommendations for governments to consider:

1. **Policy environment**

   - Build political consensus and support for open source software adoption, to strengthen long-term sustainability.
   - Publish and promote a technology strategy for use across government, including clear objectives for open source software.

2. **In-house skills and capabilities**

   - Make a central official or team responsible for setting open source standards and policy, to support and guide its use in government.
   - Find champions and develop the government’s internal open source community.
   - Take steps to encourage reuse within government, including finding opportunities to release publicly-funded code in the open.

3. **Open source vendor ecosystem**

   - Review procurement policies and practices to ensure they aren’t inadvertently blocking open source software.
   - In the longer term, develop a range of appropriate procurement options for buying software and related services.
   - Grow and support the local ecosystem of vendors, including promoting new business and delivery models built around open source software.

4. **Sustainability**

   - Evaluate the short and long term costs of open source software projects, using early experiments and pilots to understand the implementation, maintenance and support costs of the service.
   - Consider and evaluate what ownership and support model will be needed to support your implementation.
   - Contribute to the open source community: share experiences in the open, support the development of local technical expertise and contribute practically by encouraging contributions to open source projects.
These recommendations have deep implications, but governments can start on them rapidly. Identifying an initiative, building a team around it, and giving them the political backing to work differently is the first step.

Governments can realise important benefits from investing in their open source capabilities: more strategic control of technology, and ultimately, better services and outcomes for citizens.
Appendix
Government of Uruguay case study

Our research showed that open source software adoption is highly variable between governments. Not surprisingly, Uruguay has emerged as one of the governments with an advanced and healthy relationship with open source.

The Government of Uruguay’s success with open source is reflected by their strengths along the four dimensions of the Open Source Capability Model. The country has built a policy and legal environment with support for open source from the highest levels of government, from the very early stages. This support has been skillfully leveraged by the government’s central technology team to secure long-term commitments to building open source skills and experience. This allowed the team not only to manage, maintain and scale open source, but also to create internal trust and external engagement with the wider ecosystem.
Case study: Leading digital government, Uruguay

Uruguay is considered to be the most digitally advanced country in Latin America, with digital identified as a priority since the publication of its first Digital Agenda in 2007.
To deliver on this priority, the government created the Agency for the Development of Digital Government or AGESIC, in 2005. Starting in 2007 and through Law 18,172, AGESIC was assigned the function of “Promoting the advancement of the Information and Knowledge Society, promoting that people, companies and the government make the best use of technology, information and communications”. Uruguay has maintained a consistent high placing in the UN e-Government rankings, ranking 34 for e-Government (2018, 2016) and first in Latin America.

Uruguay has maintained a consistent high placing in the UN e-Government rankings, ranking 34 for e-Government (2018, 2016) and first in Latin America.

AGESIC is responsible for the development of technology platforms and solutions, and their application for the development of digital government in public organisations. In addition AGESIC plays a leading role in setting IT policy, and promotes the development of capacity in IT of public organisations.

For AGESIC, open source is always on the table. It’s a valid option for their own developments and encourages other government departments to consider open source as well. They see in open source an opportunity to avoid vendor lock-in and to work in a more independent way, being able to test open source pilots with much lower costs or even taking more risks developing new internal management solutions.

However, Uruguay’s position on open source is the result of a long history of commitment and building trust. It was a slow process that started more than 10 years ago, where academia played a key role in promoting talks with experts and discussions that caught students attention. An open source movement was created, quite radical at first but evolving into a more realistic approach on how to effectively adapt and use open source.

In the public sector, AGESIC was the pioneer in using open source. And its experience served to give confidence to other departments. Showing and telling what they did and their successful experiences has been essential to build a more general trust. Doing the hard work at the political level, securing support from the top and getting the legislation approved was also important at early stages of Uruguay’s case. As a result, governments may change and new parties can win elections, but open source is still widely supported and considered a valid option when looking for software solutions.
Currently, AGESIC sets the benchmarks and publishes guidelines on how to use open source software. Although departments aren’t getting into the software code to improve it as first expected, adopting open source is an installed practice in Uruguay’s public sector. It is a practice not without challenges. In tenders, open source or open source components are prioritised, but they have to win a comparative analysis with other enterprise solutions and show evidence of a supporting community. It is also challenging and costly to keep open source software up to date when the community makes frequent improvements. And it requires a strong presence and good managerial capacity to ensure that guidelines are respected or to maintain the same product criteria in every step of the software development and implementation.

AGESIC has evolved into a global perspective of Public Software, publishing all software to be used by other government bodies and even other countries. Led by Red Gealc, the digital government network in Latin America and the Caribbean, countries in the region have been sharing open source solutions with each other. For example, Simple, the online procedures management from Chile has been adapted by developers in Mexico, Paraguay and Uruguay. Their contributions ended up evolving the Chilean Simple to Simple-LAT, the first Latin American public software. Today it’s a central part of AGESIC’s effort to digitise 100% of central administration procedures.
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